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Why this topic?

We need to reduce gasoline consumption
 Climate change
 Energy security

EVs also threaten energy security

Heavy EVs consume a lot of electricity
 At the wrong time

 Important to also reduce car dependence 
and minimize car weights and associated 
energy consumption







Passive heating









The research gap

Most studies analyze vehicle kilometers traveled

Other studies analyze ownership cars vs SUVs, 
vans, and trucks
 Most omit compact (efficient) vehicles
 They do not actually compute energy use

Studies that did analyze vehicle energy:
 Often have limited representation built environment
 Often use biased official data
 Do not classify vehicles by weight



The data
MPN travel and sociodemographic data 

MPN, CBS, and VDC built environment data
 In 1km buffer around Postcode-6 (1234AB)

Travelcard and TNO energy data
 Official NEDC-data







Car energy use
Boxplots show specific energy use per fuel and weight based car type category fw

Box shows three quantiles (middle line median) and whiskers/diamonds show outliers

Three quantiles according to official data in Grey

Multilinear model of real-world vehicle energy (MJ/vkm) depending on variables



Multilinear model?
Outliers

 Half of the vehicles use 2-2.4 MJ/vkm
 Model cannot predict which households much more or less efficient vehicles

Differing dependence fuel type, weight, and building year on variables 
 Rich people buying both efficient Teslas and gas-guzzling SUVs



A different approach

Multilevel discrete choice model with explicit consideration of fuel- and weight-based preferences



Results
Let me break it down for you









Predictions
Simple predictions to help understand results: 

 Vehicle energy use of student and high-income family
 In Amsterdam city center and representative village of Heesch

The student (green lines) owns an efficient car in both Amsterdam and Heesch

A high-income family (purple lines) owns a less efficient car, especially when living in Heesch



Conclusions
Multicar households live in non-urban environments and prefer inefficient heavy vehicles

Small, lower-income households with few male or older members own light vehicles

Urban households own light vehicles

Households with private parking own both heavy and electric vehicles

Studies that omit vehicle efficiency therefore somewhat underestimate influence urban planning 
interventions on future energy/emissions

But most effective energy-saving strategy seems to keep improving testing procedures



What now? 
Adding kilometers traveled and modal preferences

 Km/mode = fraction(mode)*km_total

Modeled vehicle kilometers by car can be combined with MJ/vkm of fuel- and weight-based car type 
to predict energy use

However, the model is highly sensitive to starting values because of latent class structure and non-
normal distribution of kilometers traveled



Research questions
1. How do the residential environment and sociodemographic characteristics influence 

the number of cars owned by households?

2. How do the residential environment, sociodemographic characteristics, and number 
of cars owned influence the fuel- and weight-based types (and thus energy efficiency) 
of the cars owned?

3. How do the residential environment, sociodemographic characteristics, number of 
cars owned, and types of cars owned influence distances traveled and modal choice?

4. What is the combined effect of the residential (built) environment on travel energy as 
determined by the types of cars owned, distances traveled, and modal choice?





Want to talk further?

Feel free to send a mail 
or connect on LinkedIN!

Chris Djie ten Dam
Utrecht University
c.d.tendam@uu.nl
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